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✦ Alexander II (1855-1881)

✦ Alexander III (1881-1894)
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Liberal ideas came to Russia  
via the  

Napoleon’s Invasion
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Czar Alexander I
✦ part of third coalition with Austria and Britain
✦ prominent Role at Congress of Vienna
✦ Holy Alliance

Bust of 
His grandmother, 

Catherine the Great
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Decembrist Revolt 1825
✦ led by army officers 
✦ wanted constitutional government
✦ failed
✦ Divided:  Federalists v Unionists
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1833 Official Nationality
✦ Nicholas I
✦ Suppress Liberalism/Constitutionalism

✦ ORTHODOXY
✦ AUTOCRACY
✦ NATIONALITY

✦ creates secret police - Third Section
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Foreign Policy goals of  
Czar Nicholas I

✦ stop the spread of Liberalism
✦ 1830 - suppressed liberal movement in Poland
✦ 1848 - put down liberal revolution in Hungary

✦ Free Greeks & slavs in Balkans from Ottoman Empire
✦ Take territory from O.E. 

✦ “liberate” Constantinople
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Russo-Ottoman War  1828-1829
✦ led to greek 

independence in 1830
✦ Serbia becomes 

autonomous
✦ Moldavia & Wallachia 

become Russian 
Protectorate even 
though technically 
part of the O.E.
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✦ Russia Lost
✦ Russia versus Ottoman Empire, Britain, France, & Austria
✦ fought over 

✦ who would control holy sites (Russia or France)
✦ Access from black sea to the Mediterranean Sea
✦ Russia’s desire for Ottoman Territory
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Czar Alexander II
✦ Russia lost Crimean War

✦ needed to modernize

✦ inferior Army

✦ serf-owning 
aristocrats wouldn’t 
change from 
subsistence to 
market agriculture

✦ lack of infrastructure 

✦ roads, 
railroads, 
bridges, 
telegraph lines 
etc.
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1861   Emancipation Edict✦ “freed” the serfs
✦ took 2 years to be 

fully enacted
✦ peasants didn’t get 

titles to land
✦ had to pay annual 

payments to state 
to compensate the 
land-owning 
aristocracy  

✦ often more 
than their old 
feudal dues
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Other Reforms
✦ set up regional councils (Zemstvas)
✦ Legal Reforms

✦ all have access to courts
✦ trial by jury
✦ equality under the law

✦ Military reforms
✦ active duty service reduced 

from 25 to 6 years



The west 
still viewed 
Russia as A 
backward 
country



1881 czar Alexander II  
was assassinated by  
an anarchist’s bomb



19th Century 
Russian 

Political movements
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1. nihilism
✦ from latin for 

“nothing”
✦ rejected society’s 

institutions and 
morality

✦ Turgenev’s  
Fathers and Sons
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desire for a society with no government or state
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goal:   

bring together    
rural & Urban poor          

to form                  
self-administering 
local communities 
without a central 
government or 

bureaucracy

“The liberty of man 
consists solely in this, 
that he obeys the laws  
of nature because he has 
himself recognized them 
as such, and not because 
they have been imposed 
upon him externally by 
any foreign will 
whatsoever, human or 
divine, collective            
or individual.”

Mikhail Bakunin
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Anarchist Terrorism

attempted to assassinate 
Czar Alexander II 

Seven times before succeeding
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3. Populism
✦ romanticized rural peasant 

communities
✦ believed they would be the basis 

for social change in Russia
✦ Intellectuals went to the 

countryside to stir revolution
✦ peasants were divided

✦ Kulaks:  wealthy 
peasants who owned 
their land

✦ poor landless peasants
✦ more of an idea than actual 

movement
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slavs  

✦ slavic Nationalism
✦ Brotherhood of all 

slavs-- with Russia as 
big brother

✦ Dostoyevsky:  
“sobornost” or Russian 
spiritual Community

✦ Russian version 
of “volkgeist”
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Ottoman empire 
“sick man of Europe”

✦ facing revolts in 
Balkans and Egypt

✦ rise of ethn0-
linguistic nationalism

✦ Russia wants to help 
slavs revolt & to take 
territory from OE
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1872  Russo-Ottoman War

✦ Russia came to aid of Montenegro and Serbia
✦ Serbia became independent
✦ Bulgaria became a Russian protectorate
✦ West fears Russia will try to take Constantinople
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Czar Alexander III

✦ 1881-1894
✦ autocrat ~ No Reforms

✦ influenced by 
assassination of 
Alexander II

✦ Military courts to try 
those who opposed him

✦ Program of “Russification”
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Pogroms
1821    1859    1884    1903-1906

attacks on Jewish communities
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Industrialization of Russia
✦ major issue:  Transportation

✦ rail line from St. Petersburg to Moscow  1851
✦ different rail gauge than rest of Europe
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Sergei Witte

Finance minister under 
Alexander III & Nicholas I 

Big Push for 
industrialization

✦ increased heavy 
industry

✦ import tariffs
✦ increased taxes on 

peasants
✦ gold standard to 

stabilize currency
✦ Trans-siberian Railroad
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Trans-siberian Railroad  1891-1916

Under Catherine the great it took 3 years to send 
messages between Vladivostok and Moscow. 

. . . With Trans-Siberian RR it took only 8 days


